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Speech and Language 
Activities
1st Grade

Happy summer! We hope you are enjoying this time to relax, renew and be with your family. 

The West Virginia Blue Ribbon Book Club offers a wonderful opportunity to be able to read stories 
with your child and have some learning fun while doing it. While the activities on the next pages target 
speech and language goals for students who will be returning to school as first graders, the whole 
family can participate. The following pages include practice for some speech and language skills that 
can be targeted informally while reading the book. 

Children benefit from hearing books read over and over. There are many activities included in the 
attached pages. Feel free to pick and choose one or more than one activity during each reading of the 
book. Also included are activities for using speech and language skills throughout the day.

Each book has lessons divided into the following areas: 

Look and Listen for These Sounds While You Read
The activities in this section related to the speech sounds children typically learn to say correctly 
during their first-grade year. Please keep in mind that all students develop sounds at different rates. 

 » If your child can already say those sounds and words correctly, the activities provide practice for a 
variety of skills. 

 » If your child receives speech therapy and is working on one of those sounds, the activities can 
reinforce and stimulate correct sound production. If your child cannot say the sound, don’t have 
him practice saying it incorrectly (or get frustrated trying) but instead, have him listen to you while 
you say the words (sometimes incorrectly) and “catch you” when you make mistakes.

Other resources include: 
 » SmallTalk Phonemes – seller Lingraphica – Free iPad app that demonstrates how to produce the 

sounds during short video clips. 
 » How to Say the Sounds series – Peachie Speechie – Three-minute video clips for how to say the 

sound. A video link for each grade level target sound provided. 
• L Sound • https://youtu.be/MmdNEn5P5-0
• SH Sound • https://youtu.be/ZM_eLOVlIA8
• CH Sound • https://youtu.be/wTdQzljjsf0
• J Sound • https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lRdSQRMWb4Y&t=10s

https://youtu.be/MmdNEn5P5-0
https://youtu.be/ZM_eLOVlIA8
https://youtu.be/wTdQzljjsf0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lRdSQRMWb4Y&t=10s
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Sound Awareness Activities
The activities in this section help your child become more aware of crucial phonemic awareness skills 
that assist your child in reading.

Language
The activities in this section help develop oral academic language skills. These academic language 
skills assist your child in not only comprehending what they hear, but will also improve written 
language skills in all academic areas such as language arts, math, and science. 

 » Talking About the Book - You don’t have to ask all of the questions each time. There are two listed 
for each page to allow flexibility. You may choose how many questions to ask during each reading. 
You do not have to do them all to receive the benefit of the activity. 

 » Be a Language Detective – These are activities that are appropriate for the second or third time 
you read the book. 

 » Fun Activities – These are additional activities for fun. 
 » Speech and Language Throughout the Day – Activities that you can do any time, not just when 

you’re reading the story. 

For more information regarding speech and language skills, contact your school speech-language 
pathologist or 

Lee Ann Brammer, M.A., CCC-SLP
Coordinator 

Office of Special Education and Student Support
lbrammer@k12.wv.us

Speech and Language Activities First Grade

mailto:lbrammer@k12.wv.us
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Look and Listen for These Sounds While You Read

Suggested Speech Sound Activities 
 » Have your child look for the sound in words as they read the book and put their finger on the 

target letter.
 » Listen for the sound while you are reading.  Have your child tell you whether the sound is in the 

beginning, middle or end of words.
 » Practice saying the words listed for each sound (see table). 
 » The video link accesses a short video on how to produce the sound.

L Sound
 » Video Link - L Sound https://youtu.be/MmdNEn5P5-0 

Note - It may be harder for your child to say the L sound at the end of words.
Beginning (Initial) Middle (Medial) End (Final)

like color
relative
cuttlefish
slowly
delay
belly

trail
tail
fail

SH Sound 
 » Video Link - SH Sound https://youtu.be/ZM_eLOVlIA8

Beginning (Initial)  Middle (Medial)  End (Final) 
should 
show
shrimpfish

cuttlefish
wish
fish
shrimpfish
pipefish

 

How to Hide an Octopus 
& Other Sea Creatures

by Ruth Heller
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Speech and Language Activities How to Hide an Octopus

CH Sound 
 » Video Link – CH Sound https://youtu.be/wTdQzljjsf0

Beginning (Initial)  Middle (Medial)  End (Final) 
changing
chin

creature
creatures
urchin’s
protection
detection

 
J Sound  

 » Video Link – J Sound - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lRdSQRMWb4Y&t=7s 
Beginning (Initial)  Middle (Medial)  End (Final)  

just
giant

camouflaged camouflage
sponge

Sound Awareness Activities

There are many long, unfamiliar 
words in this book.

Sound out the words and clap 
the syllables (one clap for each 
syllable)

octopus
relative
cuttlefish
sargassum
grotesque
urchins
butterfly
decorator

barnacles
anemone
protection
detection
camouflage
predators
predatees

Example:

Oc    to    pus
Clap clap clap

Sometimes changing one 
or two syllables can make a 
difference in the meaning of 
the words.

Say each of the pairs of words 
emphasizing the differences. 
Talk about their different 
meanings

predator/
predatees
slow/slowly
grass/grasses
decorate/
decorator
protection/
detection
thorough/
thoroughly

Point out the “rules” and see if 
you can think of other word pairs 
that use the same rule.  
Example:  

 » Employer/employee
 » Quick/quickly

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lRdSQRMWb4Y&t=7s
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Language

Talking About the Book - Some of the pages are not numbered, the first words on the unnumbered 
pages are provided.

Suggested Questions and Topics (as you read the book)
If you take a 
careful 

What do you think this book will be about? 

As quick as a wink How does the octopus hide?
Over which it Did you find the octopus? 

What color would he be if he were in the sand?
Its relative, How would the cuttlefish change if he hid in the seaweed below?
Slowly or without Do slowly and without delay mean the same thing?
The Sargassum Do you think the Sargassum fish is pretty or grotesque?
Its seaweed nest Wow! He was hard to find! It helps to look for his eye.
The giant red Do you think he looks like a dragon?
Among the red Is the fish camouflaged?  

How can you tell?
The Shrimpfish Do the shrimpfish look like spines?
Heads up, How many pipefish do you see? Remember, their heads are up.
The butterfly fish Why do you think it is called a butterfly fish?
To find Which fish is not camouflaged?
Anemone Can you find the anemone?  It is a flowering plant.  It is on the crab’s back.
Because the world Why do the creatures hide?  

Why do the predators hide?

Speech and Language Activities How to Hide an Octopus
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Be a Language Detective
Rhyming Words

Look for the 
rhyming words in 
the book.

Point out words that rhyme, even 
though they are spelled differently.

 » View/you 
 » Sporting/courting
 » Rest/dressed

Point out words that do not exactly rhyme 
but end in the same way:

 » Rough/enough
 » Away/delay

Vocabulary Find the words on the list.  
Determine their meaning by 
looking at the pictures and reading 
the whole sentence that includes 
the word.

camouflage
hue
relative
grotesque
bizarre
trail
among
head down

heads up
designed
drab
don 
hostile
detection
discreet

Fun Activities

Synonyms are different words with the same 
meaning.

Draw an octopus with eight legs.  Color each leg, 
one at a time, as you think of a synonym for each 
of the eight words in the list.

In other words, name a synonym for “hard” and 
then color one leg. 

camouflage
rough
relative
grotesque
bizarre
trail
dines
hard

Birds, animals and bugs also use camouflage for 
protection.  

Draw a picture with hidden birds, animals and 
bugs. 

Speech and Language Activities How to Hide an Octopus
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Speech and Language Through Out the Day

Speech Sound Practice As you go through the day, point out, or say 
the names of items and actions that have your 
child’s speech sound in it.  

 » Encourage your child to say the word. Make 
sure your child says the sound correctly in 
the word. 

 » If your child is not ready to say the word 
correctly, you say it and emphasize the 
sound. 

 » Make it a game for both of you to identify 
items/events with the speech sound in it.  

 » Sometimes say the sound incorrectly to see 
if your child notices. 

Watch for opportunities to use these language 
concepts as you go through the day.

 » Synonyms
 » Vocabulary listed above and without delay, 

heads up, among, protection, detect, quick as 
a wink

Speech and Language Activities How to Hide an Octopus
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